Common and distinct patterns of abnormal cortical gyrification in major depression and borderline personality disorder.
Abnormal gray matter volume has been consistently reported in patients with major depressive disorder (MDD), but markers of cortical neurodevelopment have been rarely investigated. Also, it is unclear whether there exist common versus distinct spatial patterns of abnormal cortical development across different disorders presenting with negative emotions and deficient affective regulation. In this study, we used structural MRI at 3T to investigate the local gyrification index (LGI), a marker of fetal/infant neurodevelopment, in adult female patients with MDD (n = 22), in adult female patients with borderline personality disorder (BPD) (n = 17), and in controls (n = 22). Reduced cortical folding of the precuneus, the superior parietal gyrus and the parahippocampal gyrus was found in both MDD and BPD patients when compared to controls (p < 0.05, cluster-wise probability [CWP] corrected). MDD patients showed additional hypogyrification of the middle frontal gyrus and the fusiform gyrus when compared to both controls and BPD patients (p < 0.05, CWP corrected). In MDD patients, lower LGI of prefrontal regions was significantly associated with the age of disease onset and with the number of depressive episodes. In BPD patients, lower LGI of orbitofrontal regions was associated with impulsivity. Our findings suggest abnormal early cortical development in MDD, affecting brain regions that have been frequently implied in MDD pathophysiology. However, LGI abnormalities may not be specific for MDD, since MDD and BPD patients also exhibited common patterns of hypogyrification. Hypogyrification of cortical regions associated with higher-order cognition appears to be most pronounced in MDD. Abnormal early cortical neurodevelopment may mediate vulnerability to disorders of emotion.